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The Race to
Electronic
Just Got Faster
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e decided on this issue’s theme, The Race to Electronic,
in early January. One would think we’d had a crystal ball.
Not so.
In fact, our decision to focus on making the mortgage process
more digital was because credit unions had been slow to adopt
e-closings, e-delivery of notes, even paperless mortgage files.
We thought it was time to share stories of those that had pivoted
and highlight best practices for moving away from paper. Little did
we know that COVID-19 would have credit unions racing at top
speed toward electronic solutions. And race they did!
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INVENTION AND INNOVATION
The adage “necessity is the mother of
invention” has certainly proved to be
true this year. Necessity has also been
the mother of innovation.
I believe credit unions will keep the
positive innovations and build on them.
Why? It’s a matter of history. Credit
unions’ share of the mortgage market
doubled quickly and continued to grow
after the 2008 credit crisis.
In that case we kept our doors open
and continued to lend when others faltered. During this pandemic we may
not have kept our doors open literally,
but we certainly did virtually. From that
I expect we’ll see another jump in market share.
This column will remain the “Last
Word” but whether it remains the last
word on paper for credit union mortgage lenders in 2020 remains to be seen.
More certain is this: Lenders that make
the loan process easier will be the ones
that succeed.
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